Saranac Cabin Cleanup (non-summer)

All cleaning supplies (chemicals, vacuums, brooms & trashcan liners) are in the cleaning closet located on each floor of the building.

Bedroom Cleaning:
1. **Beds**: Bring any used linens (flat sheet, fitted sheet, and pillow case) and towels to the laundry and separate into appropriate bins. If linens have not been used please leave on the bed. **Please do not bring blankets**. Pick up clean linen packs from the laundry and place at the foot of each bed on top of your neatly folded sweatshirt blanket. Place the pillow at the head of the bed. Please fold wool blankets and stack them neatly in closets or on top of clothing storage units in your room (whichever is applicable).
2. **Floors**: Vacuum the room and hallways.
3. **Mirrors**: Clean the mirrors in each bedroom with glass cleaner #77.
4. **Trash**: Remove trash and replace with a clean liner. Bring trash to the dump truck by the laundry.

Bathroom Cleaning: **Every cabin should contribute a few delegates to clean common bathrooms**
1. Use the appropriate chemicals when cleaning: Glass cleaner #77, medium duty cleaner #71 for counters and mild acid washroom cleaner #56 for toilets and showers.
2. Clean mirrors.
3. Clean all sinks, faucets (spot free), counters, toilets and showers.
4. Floor should be swept first then mopped.
5. Replace trash can liner with new liner and take trash to the dump truck in front of laundry building.

Common Area Cleaning:
1. Vacuum or sweep all common areas, including stairs.
2. Sweep/Vacuum all entryways.
3. Clean glass on doors.
4. Make sure all extra shoes and clothes that are left behind go to the lost and found or trash.

PLEASE “CHECK-OUT” W/ YOUR LOCAL YL STAFF BEFORE YOU DEPART.